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Not only are our high speed doors energy efficient in operation, but importantly 
they reduce draughts and temperature loss as well as optimising traffic flow.

Energy costs are significantly reduced and working conditions are more 
comfortable, saving your business money.

ENERGY SAVING

MULTI PURPOSE HIGH SPEED DOOR

As the high speed rapid roll doors are so 
compact, they can be installed into the 
most unlikely location.

Fast action self repairing high speed 
door with breakout curtain to cut down 
on your maintenance costs.

Door runner showing the unique system 
which enables the curtain to rest into the 
door guides of the self repairing high 
speed door.

The rapid roll high speed door lends 
itself to internal as well external fitting 
with opening speed of upto 2.5 m sec.



HIGH SPEED CLEAN ROOM RAPID ROLL DOOR
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High speed rapid roll clean room doors 
are air permeability class 3. They have 
battery backup in case of power cut.

Clean room high speed fast action door 
fitted to the bulk storage side showing 
control panel at high level.

This high speed fast action clean room 
door has been stopped to show the 
detail of the door curtain and guide.

Fast action rapid roll clean room door 
with motion sensor fitted in door leg, 
opening speeds up to 2.5 m.s

HIGH SPEED FAST ACTION FOOD - PE DOOR

High speed fast action food doors are 
the preferred door to seperate different 
areas with vision panels which provide 
excellent visibility to both sides.

P-E door can be installed into very tight 
locations. All high speed doors can have 
protective barrier systems fitted as 
standard.

The high speed door is the door for high 
volume operations with its polyethylene 
frame and its stainless steel bent and 
bolted end plates.

The fast action P-E speed door has all 
the flexibility with its self repairing 
system.

FRIGO LOW TEMP FREEZER SPEED DOOR

Low temperature fast action high speed 
doors can be fitted to air locks to reduce 
the access of warm air into cold stores.

With cold store doors and low 
temperature doors, this image shows the 
twin curtain system which has a warm 
air pocket between to eliminate lost 
temperature

Low temperature fast action door fitted 
on the cold store, this shows how 
compact and free your doorway can be.

Fast action door fitted to cold store side 
freezer -25C to -28C. Bollards and 
barrier protection can be fitted as 
standard.


